Big Band 1
Mark Dahl, Director

Alto 1: Matt McCoy
Alto 2: Alan Batek
Tenor 1: Charles Miller
Tenor 2: Jonathan Sutinen
Bari: Hans Freidl

Lead Trumpet: Janelle Finton
Trumpet 2: Carlson Ayanlaja
Trumpet 3: Nicholas Wadle
Trumpet 4: Nick Welch
Trumpet 5: Aaron Romano

Trombone 1: Allie Mitchell
Trombone 2: Matthew Knaggs
Trombone 3: Taylor Vanderjeugdt
Bass Trombone: Matthew Quilling

Piano: Ian Huddleston
Bass: Josh McMahon
Drums: Brandon Polyakov
Big Band 2
Scott Mertens, Director

Alto 1: Shannon Ferguson
Alto 2: Jimmy Chaudoin
Tenor 1: Paul Lindgren
Tenor 2: Grant Singer
Bari: Nicholas Vassilakis

Lead Trumpet: Finn Altschuller
Trumpet 2: Steve Newton
Trumpet 3: Tionci Greene
Trumpet 4: Tom Shaw
Trumpet 5: Nick Meyer

Trombone 1: Luke Madden
Trombone 2: Sean Hamilton
Trombone 3: Luke Ische
Trombone 4: Will Biletzky
Bass Trombone: Eli Konopinski

Piano: Ryan Nuppeneau
Bass: Noah Caine
Drums: Zach McCoy
Big Band 3
Marybeth Kurnat and Nick Roach, Directors

Alto 1: Christopher Russell
Alto 2: Evan Correll
Tenor 1: Madeline Hoth
Tenor 2: Meg Smith
Bari: Anderson Murfin

Lead Trumpet: Max Hostager
Trumpet 2: Karsten Jeppesen
Trumpet 3: Elliott Saucedo
Trumpet 4: Andrew Yankee
Trumpet 5: Hannah Galitz

Trombone 1: Austin Arndt
Trombone 2: Mariah Lewis
Trombone 3: Jovanda Riley
Trombone 4: Adam Wells

Piano: Tommy Hofmeyer
Guitar: Griffin Beu
Bass: Jonathan McCombe
Drums: Robert Pettry
Combo 1
Bryan Carter, Lenard Simpson

Alto Saxes: David Galli
Tenor Sax: Travis Mills
Trombone: Bradley Perry
Steel pan: Kobie Alleyne
Guitar: Francesca Castro
Bass: Nicholas Woodhouse
Drums: Scott King
Combo 2
Quentin Coaxum, Ryan Chamberlain

Trumpet: Benjamin Carroll
Trombone: Ryan Knezevich
Alto Sax: Chris St. Leger
Tenor Sax: Jasper Kashou
Steel Pan: Charlton Alfonso
Guitar: Alex Costonzo
Bass: Ryan Chamberlain
Drums: Alejandro Salazar
Combo 3
Chris McBride, Collin Clauson

Trumpet: Israel Abarca
Alto Sax: Gabriella Zelek
Vibes: Liam Hurley
Piano: Collin Clauson
Bass: Jordan Bridge
Drums: Andy St. Leger
Latin Jazz Combo
Bernard Long, Brian Quinlan

Trumpet: Maggie Castello
Alto Sax: Sam Goodman
Tenor Sax: Edison Hurh
Piano/voice: Katyana Williamson
Guitar: Jason Wickland
Bass: Brian Quinlan
Drums: Robert Carpenter, Nick Zoppa